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WHEN WILL THE WHEAT COMPLEX HIT ROCK BOTTOM. 
UNFORTUNATELY, IT DOESN'T LOOK SOON! 

Posted on 7/22/2015 6:38:31 AM 
 
WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE?  I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR OVER 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN 
TED AND HIS GROUP.  

  

  

Higher closes for corn, soybeans, soybean meal and soybean oil while lower for oats, Minneapolis, Kansas City and 
Chicago wheat. Minneapolis wheat has now fallen eleven out of its last twelve sessions including eight in a row and 
the one time it didn't settle lower was unchanged! The good news is it's in a support area albeit (I must like that 
word) the lower end. Meanwhile KC has dropped thirteen out of fourteen sessions also at the lower end of a support 
area. At least Chicago been down only eleven out of fourteen sessions and is in a support area just not the lower 
end. Everyone who has been reading my comments knows by now I haven't been bullish the wheat complex since 
whenever. While that's not funny, what's really not funny is the farmers who haven't taken advantage of the wheat 
complex when the prices were higher or at least on decent rallies. I'M NOT KIDDING ABOUT TALKING TO OUR 
HEDGE DEPARTMENT IF YOU AREN'T CERTAIN WHAT TO DO. THERE REALLY IS LITTLE EXCUSE IN MY 
OPINION NOT TO BE AS PREPARED AS YOU CAN BE. AFTER ALL, YOU GET TO MAKE THE FINAL DECISION. 
I mentioned a couple of weeks before that the chart formations looked dangerous for a nice size correction. Naturally, 
I could have been wrong and I have many times before in my forty- one plus years, but that's no excuse not to get 
some 'expert' advice from any source you so desire. I hate to keep pounding on this but I speak from experience and 
I don't mean necessarily good experience over the years. As farmers you are always long the cash grains unless 
protected. Finally, my buy signals for the wheat complex have quickly disappeared but wheat is not in right area to 
sell at this time. The one thing that helped the grains (soybeans) go further than they normally recently would have 
was the announcement that there would be a resurvey in Kansas, Missouri, Texas and Arkansas. Okay, now what?  I 
continue to foresee the wheat complex coming further back down along with the bean complex eventually right 
behind it but, at least so far, the strength in the meal has given the latter some life support. Corn should hold up the 
best based on the fundamental picture at this time but did make a three week low before settling higher. Our hedge 
department was looking for a rally up to around 450 which it got and now corn is back down testing the four dollar 
area. This is not a bad price area to protect part of your crops if your cost basis justifies it in my humble opinion. 
Either way, you can't really go wrong doing some hedging if the pricing is right for you. Oats, to put it bluntly, have 
collapsed in a short period of time looking to test their April lows especially after making their worst low and close 
since early May. I've removed my buy signal while closing in on a possible sell. Rice continues to look okay while 
consolidating over the last couple of weeks. It's best to stand aside at this time but should work higher unless it 
settles below 1050. The beans really need to hold the ten dollar level but I don't expect that to happen in the long run 
while meal, as mentioned above, continues to hold up the bean complex at least for now. Meanwhile, oil has been 
holding up in a decent support area and, along with the meal, could give the bean complex some stability for a while. 
Now we watch the weather forecasters attempt to do their jobs. BUY SIGNALS SOYBEANS AND SOYBEAN MEAL 
ALONG WITH, CORN AND ROUGH RICE. For additional charts, quotes, news, commentary & more, sign up for a 
FREE 30 -day trial to markethead.com. 
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